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Apparatus:

Range of Load Cells

Product Description
The SELB, DELB, DELP, CLC, SLL, LPMW, LPCC, SM60, SM66 and KFP Load Cells are designed
to be fitted into equipment such as weighing machines to measure the load applied to them. The
Load Cells are rated at 15V maximum and consist of a metal block with recesses into which are
fitted a number of strain gauge arrangements, optional nickel resistors, terminal boards and
amplifier boards. The electrical devices are encapsulated and sealed within the block by a metal
cover. Connections to the Load Cells are made by integral cables or connector/cable
arrangements. An alternative version allows the amplifier board to be fully encapsulated in a metal
enclosure that may
The following Load Cell models are approved:
SELB-RO-xxx
SELB-RI-xxx
DELB-RO-xxx
DELB-RI-xxx
DELP-EGW-xxx
DELP-IGP-xxx
DELP-IGP-AMP-xxx
DELP-IGP-AMP-C-xxx
DELP-DS1950-TB-xxx
DELP-DB-xxx
DELP-DB-AMP-xxx

CLC-RO-xxx
CLC-RO-AMP-xxx
SLL-xxx
SLL-AMP-xxx
LPMW-SB-xxx
LPMW-DB-xxx
LPCC-xxx
SM60-RO-xxx
SM66-xxx
KFP-SB-xxx
KFP-DB-xxx

Where,
SELB = Single Ended Load Beam
DELB = Double Ended Load Beam
DELP = Double Ended Load Pin
CLC = Compression Load Cell
SLS = Stainless Load Link
LPMW = Low Profile Multi Webb
LPCC = Low Profile Compression Cell
SM60 = Silo Mounted
SM66 = Silo Mounted
KFP = Low Profile Multi Webb
RO = Rationalised Output
RI = Rationalised Input
EWG = Externally Gauged, Potted
IGP = Internally Gauged, Potted
DS1950 = Procon DS1950
TB = Triple Bridge
DB = Double Bridge
SB = Single Bridge
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AMP = Amplifier
C = Connector
xxx = load cell capacity

Conditions of Manufacture
The following conditions relate to the manufacture of the equipment.
i.

Where the product incorporates certified parts or safety critical components the manufacturer
shall ensure that any changes to those parts or components do not affect the compliance of
the certified product that is the subject of this certificate.

ii.

Each unit manufactured shall be subjected to the electric strength test of IEC 60079-15:2010
Clause 6.5.1. The equipment is to withstand without breakdown a test voltage of 500Vrms
applied for 60 seconds between the electrical circuits and the equipment enclosure.
Alternatively, a test voltage 20% higher may be applied for at least 100ms.

Conditions of Certification
The following conditions relate to safe installation and/or use of the equipment.
i.

The supply voltage of the equipment shall be protected such that transients are limited to a
maximum of 119V as required by IEC 60079-15:2010 Clause 13. No such protection is
required for the signal lines.

ii.

The cable(s) must be fixed when installed to prevent flexing. This is to comply with the
temperature ratings of the cables used.

iii.

The metal enclosure is an isolated metal part capable of storing an incendive charge. If a
charge-generating mechanism is present precautions should be taken to prevent the buildup of electrical charge, eg earth bonding of metal enclosure.
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